Thanks to original uploader agovigli
for all the efforts; and to ademotte for
keeping the show alive at Dime.
ademotte noted:
Your enjoyment of this [show] will vary
directly based on your opinion of Neil's
"Greendale" album. The live performance
of this one bordered on performance art,
where there were actors onstage with
Crazy Horse playing out the storyline
while Neil sang. I have to admit that
when I saw this tour in Chicago the
concept was lost on me, but it could
have been because of my nosebleed
seats where I was so far removed that I
couldn't tell what the heck was going on.
In any case, the encore is the prototypical
raw, hardcore Crazy Horse playing a few
of their most well-known songs. Even if
Greendale doesn't work for you, you will
like the last 45 minutes or so if you're a
Neil fan.
Sound quality is stunning. If you enjoyed
the Greendale tour and don't have this
one, it's well worth the downloading - the
best-sounding recording that I've heard
from the tour, anyway.
+++++

agovigli noted:
I recieved three years ago in a trade a
pro-shot video of the Neil Young 2003
Camden show. The first thing noted was
the nice audio, but sometime in the right
channel some dropouts happened. At
the end of the ripped audio, the quality
sound at my ears similar at a soundboard,
too much closed. So I decided to check a
way to improvement the quality sound of
the show in a similar way that the Bruce
Springsteen's fans made with some of
their best recordings.
After adjusting the dropouts of the
right channel I mixed the soundtrack
video with an audience of the same
show taken from a DAT, to open the
closed sound. A really hard work for the
synchronizations... finally the end: All the
frequency was covered and the result paid
all the work made.
+++++
Front cover by DirtyOldMan, modified
here - Thanks!
Lineage:
Soundtrack from pro-shot video mixed
with audience recording from DAT
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Camden 2003

Disc 2
01. Bringin’ Down Dinner 4:09
02. Sun Green 12:45
03. Be The Rain 9:52
04. Hey Hey, My My 8:12
05. Sedan Delivery 7:25
06. Prisoners of Rock ‘n’ Roll 4:58
07. Powderfinger 11:09
08. Cinnamon Girl 3:23
09. Fuckin’ Up 11:01
73 mins

Neil Young

Disc 1
01. Falling From Above 11:20
02. Double E 8:03
03. Devil’s Catwalk 7:15
04. Leave The Driving 8:40
05. Carmichael 16:42
06. Bandit 8:02
07. Grandpa’s Interview 14:45
75 mins

